
THE IMPACT OF A WISH

A wish can give a
child fighting a critical
illness the emotional
and physical strength

to keep going

Your donation will
help Make-A-Wish

bring experiences of
hope to waiting wish
kids at a time when
they need it most

When a wish is
granted, a child

replaces fear with
confidence, sadness
with joy, and anxiety

with hope

Each donation moves
us closer to granting

the wish of every
eligible child

What Your Gift Can Do
Make-A-Wish plans every wish with one goal: to transform the life of a child with a critical illness. Care
and attention are given to every detail. Your donation supports wish-granting needs and empowers kids
to reclaim their childhood, restoring hope for today - and tomorrow. Donate today and help transform
the life of a child who is waiting for their wish to come true. 

SYMBOLIC VALUES*

$20
could provide a wish
kid and their family

with a photo book to
preserve memories

of their wish

$50
could provide fun

accessories for the
child's wish

$75
can supply a cake

and decorations for a
child's wish reveal

$100
could help fund a
new outfit for a

confidence boosting
modeling wish photo

shoot

$400
could provide a

family with surfing
lessons while on a

child's wish trip

$500
could provide a

year's supply of food,
leashes, and bowls
for a child's wish to

have a puppy

$1,000
could supply

accessories for a
bedroom makeover

that brings hope,
strength, and joy to a

wish kid

$6,000
could fund an

enhanced gaming
computer wish

*All donations are a gift to the entire Make-A-Wish mission. The needs shown are symbolic of the common wish elements associated with
each wish and are only representative of our many wish-granting activities. Gifts made will not actually be used to purchase the item or
grant the wish described. All wishes will be pooled to meet the needs of Make-A-Wish.


